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Abstract
The quick industrialization, urbanization, boundless educational opportunities, movement to cities et cetera has brought a change
for a woman with in the four dividers to go round the globe. In late decades BPOs have risen as India's new sunshine sector, which
can likewise be depicted as "Big Powerful Ocean". The predominant picture of work in the sector, high salary, the energetic
atmosphere of working place with the sweeping glass, air-conditioned cabins, concrete and well styled buildings, the cafeteria,
internet kiosk, recreational club, gym, with restricted educational qualifications, noteworthy voice and normal emphasize is
sufficient to thrive in this field are sufficiently wide to pull in young potential particularly women to work at BPOs. Along these
lines this paper makes an endeavor to comprehend the degree of allures, benefits and problems confronted by the women working
in BPO's.
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Introduction
The Indian BPO industry represents an income of US $39.6
billion and has risen as one of the largest private industries
providing direct employment to 1.6 million experts. The
investment of women in BPO industry has been viewed as a
basic empowering factor for the proceeded with growth of the
industry. The women’s voice, cool temperament, hard work,
commitment, good interpersonal skills, readiness of the few
companies to bargain just if a women are there might all be
fuelling for the expanded admission of females in this sector
[1]
. In this way, BPO companies are attempting to create and
involve women in higher parts and capacities. It is said that
women constitute over more than 30 % of the workforce in
BPO sectors and the present signs demonstrate that the percent
is going to increase tremendously. Women employees
constitute around 33% of the total workforce in Call Centre's
and BPOs in India [2].
The Indian BPO industry has been growing at quick pace and
in 2011; this industry has earned income worth 15 billion
dollars and has given employment to around 10 lakh young
men and women. Around 70% of the income of BPO Industry
originates from call-focuses. Vast number of women is
working in call centers in India. Exciting work and work
environment draws in the young women to join this industry
[3]
. The call center industry does not require high-level abilities
and age at passage level can be 18 years with higher secondary
endorsement. The global expansion of software and IT
enabled services has opened up new vistas for women. The
industry is considered to give a decent road to the employment
of women, who have routinely not decided on specialized
occupations, but rather have the fundamental information base
and adaptability to alter themselves to the outsourcing industry
[4]
. As UNCTAD Report (2002) illustrated, software and ITempowered services has widened work prospects for women,
who can now work from home (accepting sufficient
framework and transfer speed are accessible) or in a datacenter
or tele-focus close to home. The women belonging to poor and

middleclass families can effectively join the call centers and
procure lucrative salaries.
Hence the marvels of women being employed in BPO sectors
are spreading quickly. In spite of the fact that it started with
low talented action, for example, noting routine telephone
queries from customers on bank account balances, have now
extended to cover an extensive variety of high finished regions
like tele-promoting, market research, charging and
accumulation, cash and investment, legal case research,
restorative research testing and financial analyses are currently
rising as important segments of top of the line out sourcing. In
this way this paper highlights fundamentally on the Influence
of the BPOs on Indian family set up.
Review of literature
Change in the out-look-In India's patriarchal society, the
development of call centers is nothing not exactly asocial
reform development as far as economic, social and cultural
empowerment of women is concerned. Because of numerous
positive components in women BPOs lean toward them.
Therefore a blasting call center industry has given
employment to a huge number of young women in urban
locations, gaining good salaries that are okay with Indian
gauges [5]. Urban women, who generally may have remained
unemployed and weight to their families are now observed to
be advantages for their families The financial independence
given by these BPOs has empowered to be emphatic and free
in their out-look, mentality and career choice [6]. In this way
these BPO centers have played as impetuses in rapidly
changing the financial status of the women in her families [7].
Work Pressure and stress
While employment in the BPO sector has implied that young
women are achieving their profession points of reference and
financial goals considerably sooner than some time recently,
women employees in the BPO sector encounter high levels of
stress therefore of working in nearly checked situations with
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weight to meet yearning execution targets. Strict due dates and
eager targets have additionally brought about women
employee "burnout". Dull undertakings, for example, reacting
to telephone calls more than 100 times a move have brought
about non-appearance and steady loss among many young
women employees [8]. A growing number of women
employees additionally encounter physical and emotional
problems, for example, freeze assaults, misery, relationship
problems, liquor abuse and sleeping and eating disorders.
Change from ascribed to achieved status
One of the elements of the family is to give a credited status to
the new conceived people, which stays progressively or less
permanent. Now a day due to upward word related mobility,
unlimited responsible wage, improved socio-status is assessed
in view of the economic criteria [9]. Presently status is a greater
amount of wealth, influence and money and this is profited in
BPO's.
Learning, earning and emergence of single jobs
Today’s young ladies are taking an intense choice in wording
of education, career, shopping, family set-up, place of settling,
etc. These young ladies can go ahead with dual work from
night to morning they drudge at work and because of the rise
of much separation educational and evening classes can study
further. So learning and gaining are practically going together.
No BPO employee is halted from seeking after higher studies
and acknowledging their dreams. Additionally they have strict
9-hour plan on one hand giving sufficient time to seek after
their goals and money to really acknowledge them without
relying upon guardians. Today's youth are controlled by
fascination towards the fat tote and preferences of progression
and privatization [10]. Due to influence of BPOs numerous
different callings or work like instructors, clerks, office'
assistants, receptionists, engineering and therapeutic are
blurring without end. To put in few words these BPOs are
simply immersing alternate occupations and if these are not
checked it can likewise prompt loosing of numerous callings.
A woman who due to economic emergency was not ready to
think about, BPO's has empowered them so. Consequently
procure while you learn are the emerging trends.
Attractive Benefits and ambience
Beside attractive salaries, the attractive work condition and
benefits offered by the BPO sector have spurred numerous
young adults to look for employment in this sector. The
greater part of BPOs provide provident reserve, tip, gather
med guarantee protection plans (for employees as well as their
mate, non-procuring guardians and children), individual
mishap insurance scheme, financed nourishment and
transportation Also given by numerous BPOs are execution
based motivations, flexi time, flexible salary benefits, paid
days off, maternity leave, and an employee stock option plan.
Recreational offices are likewise accessible in BPOs; these
incorporate pool tables, chess tables and coffee bars, and some
even have well equipped gyms, fitness coaches and many
organize normal party and other social projects for staff [11].
Some even give organization rented (shared) settlement for
out-station employees, corporate credit card facilities, cellular
telephones/laptops, medical registration, advances.

Influence of socio-cultural behavior
The call centers have a significant Influence on socio-social
conduct of young Indian and their families. Numerous call
centers are reproducing as far as western culture, accent,
language, social patterns, conventions, and traditions et cetera,
which by implication influences others. The precise outsourcing is motivating the young Indians to embrace western
cultures and way of life and along these lines they are
condemning our way of life. Leading the celebrations like
Deepavali, Sankranthi, Ganapathi is itself considered as waste
of time.
Influence of media
These people enjoy new economy, unlimited and unfettered
access to information through the sources ranging from
satellite, TV to net. Families that were source of information
are taken away by many recruiting agencies. Today’s teens are
also protesting against parental control. Thus in today’s
generation we find the disintegrating value systems,
breakdown of families and increased divorce rates, a growing
pub and drug culture, increasing sex crimes are also found.
Problem of working women
Now-a-days more women are employed in this sector. These
people do not get sufficient time to look after family and
children. Returning home exhausted from their work have no
energy left to take care of themselves first and be it their
families later which hinders the development of self and
family members. Many ladies enter after work while the
children and husbands are going out. So here we can find that
both are not meeting each other for many days also. There is
also increase in family violence due to lots of stress and
strains.
Increased age at nuptiality
An upward shift in nuptiality is found. Late marriages are
getting to be noticeably normal. Presently we discover a move
from family based connections to profession based
connections. BPO's are giving a space to youthful and vibrant
women who are willing to work eagerly. Because of expanded
settlement rate, failure of the guardians to pay the endowment,
boundless requests from the imminent in-laws, dread of being
derided are for the most part convincing young lady to post
pone her marriage. Notwithstanding, this expanded age at
marriage effects ripeness calendar and family building design
So we can learn that the expanded age at marriage can
likewise have an Influence on the populace design moreover.
She can choose her own particular life accomplice and assume
a definitive part in family development.
Rates of illegitimacy, divorce, unmarried couple
households
Due to over-independence or abuse of freedom we find young
females in every one of these things. These progressions could
have many causes. Maybe the influence of western style, new
parental mentalities, and the economic changes are genuine
guilty parties behind the expansion in troubled families. Again
marriage has reinforcing consequences for a man's wellbeing
when the marriage is acceptable and potential unfriendly
impacts when the relationship is rough or of poor-quality,
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which can prompt detachments, separation and foundation of
illicit relationship. Now a day’s people would not have any
desire to assume the liability of perpetual relationship as
husband and wife which can likewise prompt live-in relations
or unmarried couple households. Here to the extent they are
capable change with each other they are together and once the
relationship fades they would not lament to withdraw from
each other.

submitted to Indo-Dutch Programme for Alternatives in
Development, NIAS, Bangalore, 2006.

Conclusion
The BPO employment does not just give young women a
gainful and challenging work condition, additionally has other
positive results: many young BPO women employees
associated their expanded autonomy and self-adequacy to their
employment in this sector many revealed close peer networks
and reserve funds introduction. In this way in conclusion call
center or the BPOs are not fully good for India. Working late
nights, the 'odd hours, an excessive amount of inclusion of
phones and computer have a profound socio-psychological
effect on the future family, which thus can influence the
society.
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